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P
oint-of-care (POC) diagnostics has
emerged as an exciting field where
devices can provide rapid, cheap, and

accurate results in a portable format. Such
diagnostic devices have the potential to
provide critical patient information more
rapidly at cheaper costs than instruments
in centralized lab facilities, reducing the
turnaround time for results in critical care
situations.1,2 Moreover, POC diagnostics can
present patients with more control of their
own therapy,3 leading to greater patient sa-
tisfaction and improved clinical outcome.4 In
particular, treatment for various forms of can-
cer could benefit greatly from such POC
devices. As our knowledge of cancer path-
ways rapidly grows, important indicators of
cancer havebeen revealed, including changes
in the genome, exome, transcriptome, and
expression levels of several cancer biomarkers
such as proteins and microRNA (miRNA). De-
vices that can rapidly detect cancer biomar-
kers in a rapid, accurate,multiplexed, andcost-
efficient fashion would revolutionize cancer
treatment, allowing for better evaluation of
the efficacy of treatment, earlier detection of
cancer, and deconvolution of the complex
pathways that result in cancer.
Adaption of the ubiquitous field effect

transistor (FET) technology has been pro-
posed as a possible core technology for the
sensing component of POC devices, due to
the potential for low per unit cost, label-free
detection, and amenability for scale-up and
integration with signal processing electro-
nics. Electrochemical detection method-
ologies based upon ion-sensitive field effect
transistors (ISFETs) have been studied
extensively,5 including its use as biosensors
(bioFET).6�10 The performance of ISFET and
bioFET relies on the charge of a binding
biological analyte over the gate insulator of

theFET,which induceschanges in the source�
drain current of the device. This allows for
label-free, ultrasensitive, and rapid detection
of relevant biological analytes.
Silicon nanowire FET devices (SiNWFETs),

where the silicon channel has thicknesses
and diameters in the tens of nanometers
or less have further enhanced properties.
Using SiNWFETs, researchers have demon-
strated detection of biological analytes such
as proteins,11�16 DNA,17�20 RNA,21 ions,22
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ABSTRACT Nanobiosensors based on silicon

nanowire field effect transistors offer advantages

of low cost, label-free detection, and potential for

massive parallelization. As a result, these sensors have often been suggested as an attractive option

for applications in point-of-care (POC) medical diagnostics. Unfortunately, a number of performance

issues, such as gate leakage and current instability due to fluid contact, have prevented widespread

adoption of the technology for routine use. High-k dielectrics, such as hafnium oxide (HfO2), have the

known ability to address these challenges by passivating the exposed surfaces against destabilizing

concerns of ion transport. With these fundamental stability issues addressed, a promising target for

POC diagnostics and SiNWFETs has been small oligonucleotides, more specifically, microRNA

(miRNA). MicroRNAs are small RNA oligonucleotides which bind to mRNAs, causing translational

repression of proteins, gene silencing, and expressions are typically altered in several forms of

cancer. In this paper, we describe a process for fabricating stable HfO2 dielectric-based silicon

nanowires for biosensing applications. Here we demonstrate sensing of single-stranded DNA

analogues to their microRNA cousins using miR-10b and miR-21 as templates, both known to be

upregulated in breast cancer. We characterize the effect of surface functionalization on device

performance using the miR-10b DNA analogue as the target sequence and different molecular

weight poly-L-lysine as the functionalization layer. By optimizing the surface functionalization and

fabrication protocol, we were able to achieve <100 fM detection levels of the miR-10b DNA

analogue, with a theoretical limit of detection of 1 fM. Moreover, the noncomplementary DNA

target strand, based on miR-21, showed very little response, indicating a highly sensitive and highly

selective biosensing platform.

KEYWORDS: nanowire . miRNA . DNA . hafnium oxide .
surface functionalization . sensing
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and other small molecules23 down to femtomolar
concentrations. The increased sensitivity of these de-
vices is mainly attributed to the increased gate control
of the silicon channel due to a higher surface area to
volume ratio. Thus, silicon nanowires show promise in
cancer diagnosis since various cancer biomarkers may
exist in small concentrations throughout the disease
pathogenesis. Silicon nanowire FETs fabricated with
“top-down” techniques17,24�30 are particularly attrac-
tive, due to CMOS compatibility and high amenability
for scale-up. However, though nanowire technology
has existed for over a decade, several issues have
prevented the technology from maturation into fully
fledged POC products. Various issues have arisen
regarding device stability in fluid such asmeasurement
drift,31 leakage paths through the sensing dielectric,
high background l/f noise,32�34 and lack of repeatabil-
ity. Silicon oxide, the traditional top gate dielectric, is
one of the main culprits behind several of these issues,
due to its relatively low dielectric constant, low pH
buffering capacity, and susceptibility of gradual charge
incorporation by ion diffusion when exposed to
fluid.35,36 To circumvent someof these issues, research-
ers have turned to high-k materials, including alumi-
num oxide (Al2O3),

37 hafnium oxide (HfO2),
38 and

tantalum oxide (Ta2O5).
39 High-k materials enable high

gate oxide capacitance values even with physically
thicker gate oxides, allowing a reduction in leakage
current. HfO2 has arisen as a particularly promising
dielectric for ISFETs and MOSFETs due to its stability on
silicon and its acceptable bandgap and conductionband
offset values. It can be deposited by chemical vapor
deposition and yields improved pH sensitivity.40,41

To date, however, there have been very few reports
that offer detailed characterization and application of
hafnium oxide-based FETs for biosensing applications.
Annealing of HfO2 has been shown to improve pH
sensitivity in a two-terminal EIS (electrolyte�insulator�
semiconductor) capacitor using capacitance�voltage
curves.42 However, such a structure does not take ad-
vantage of the main desirable property for a FET, its
intrinsic high current gain (high transconductance). In
addition, HfO2 deposited at high CVD temperatures for
ISFETs leads to leakage paths in the silicon in high aspect
ratio areas and results in higher roughness,43 which is
undesirable for a charge-based biosensor. The demon-
strated sensitivity for this structure was very low (biotin
and streptavidin detected down to ∼50 μg/mL).44 The
pH sensing has been demonstrated with a FET structure
with encouraging near-Nernstian results, but no molec-
ular sensing has been reported to date.38

Here we describe a process for fabricating robust
HfO2-based silicon nanoFET sensors for biological ap-
plications. We use atomic layer deposition (ALD) to
form the hafnium oxide dielectric and a wet-etch-
based process for releasing the device structures. Un-
like CVD methodologies, ALD is more conformal and

can be performed at lower deposition temperatures
with better process control. Additionally, the wet-etch-
based process for device release eliminates the possi-
bility of RIE-induced damage to the delicate dielectric
layer. We have characterized in detail the properties of
this low-temperature deposition process and opti-
mized subsequent annealing conditions to create a
high-quality dielectric. Moreover, we discuss the elec-
trical and chemical advantages of the process, which
include HfO2 becoming an excellent wet etch stop for
acid, alkali, and oxidizing chemistries. By thoroughly
characterizing the HfO2�silicon interface, we were
able to produce a high-quality gate dielectric layer,
resulting in a device with high repeatability and low
hysteresis in fluid. The devices are highly stable and
robust and show minimal drift over hours in fluid. As a
result, we were able to achieve ∼56 mV/pH unit
response for nanowire devices. We then demonstrate
the sensitive detection of a DNA analogue sequence of
microRNA, which can be highly important cancer
biomarkers. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNA oligo-
nucleotides which bind to mRNAs, causing transla-
tional repression of proteins and gene silencing. In
this work, we focus on sensing DNA analogues of
miRNAs, with templates based upon miR-10b and
miR-21, miRNAs commonly upregulated in breast
cancer.45�49 Moreover, miR-21 is found in a 4-fold
higher concentration than miR-10b in normal tissue,50

making miR-10b a harder analyte to detect even when
upregulated. The devices were functionalized with
different molecular weight polylysine strands and
DNA probes specific to the miR-10b DNA analogue
sequence. Different sensitivities for the different mo-
lecular weight polylysines were achieved for miR-10b,
with lower sensitivity being achieved on the higher
molecular weight polymer. Analysis of the layers
showed lower probe density and higher roughness
for the higher molecular weight layer of poly-L-lysine.
The devices were able to achieve 100 fM detection
limits for the miR-10b DNA in comparison against a
miR-21 noncomplementary target, with a theoretical
limit of detection of 1 fM. Various characteristic fea-
tures of these systematic set of experiments are inter-
preted and supported by well-calibrated theoretical
models.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One of the most important components of any
silicon-based FET is the gate dielectric and its interface
with silicon. We chose HfO2 because it currently satis-
fies the requirements demanded for CMOS integration.
Atomic layer deposition was chosen as the method for
forming the gate dielectric because of its self-limiting
growth process, meaning the thickness is controlled by
the number of deposition cycles, allowing accurate
thickness control and uniform step coverage. More-
over, due the reactive nature of the precursors, the
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temperature window for deposition is wide. However,
the electrical and chemical properties of the film are
temperature-dependent, as well. Before using HfO2 as
our gate dielectric, we characterized the properties of
the hafnium oxide layer as deposited and how the
thermal treatments taken during our process affect the
gate dielectric.
During the nanowire fabrication process, the haf-

nium oxidemust be amenable to hydrofluoric acid wet
etching in order to create the contact vias over the
source�drain regions of the FET. The concentration of
HF also must be gentle enough as to not deteriorate
the photoresist, leading us to use a 10:1 buffered oxide
etchant (BOE) as the reagent. During the course of
characterization, we observed that ALD deposition
temperatures >200 �C resulted in a layer which would
not etch in BOE solution. Layers deposited at <80 �C
etched very quickly and had deposition rates much
larger than the limiting rate of ∼1 Å/cycle. In our
process, we use a temperature of 120 �C, which gave
us a good compromise between etching rate and
deposition rate.
The characterization of the deposition thickness

versus number of cycles was done using ellipsometry

and is shown in Figure 1A. Here we assumed a simple
bilayer stack of HfO2 and Si, with refractive indices
taken from the Sopra Material Library. By depositing
ALD films between 10 and 90 cycles andmeasuring the
thickness, we were able to verify the deposition rate
per cycle and estimate the interfacial oxide thickness.
The overall thickness (T) of the film on silicon is related
to the HfO2 deposition cycle number (NHfO2

) by

T (nm) ¼ RdepNHfO2 þ tSiO2

where Rdep is the deposition rate and tSiO2
is the native

oxide thickness. By fitting a line to the data in Figure 1A,
we get a deposition rate of 1.23 Å per cycle and, if we
extrapolate back to zero cycles, a native oxide thick-
ness of 9 Å. These results are within range of the
reported growth rates of HfO2

51,52 and thickness of a
chemically grown native oxide.53

After ALD of the hafnium oxide films, we investi-
gated how annealing would affect the chemical and
electrical properties of the gate dielectric. Annealing
of the films is an important parameter in optimizing
the electrical performance of the gate dielectric.
HfO2 begins to crystallize at temperatures >500 �C,
andthecrystallization temperature is thickness-dependent,

Figure 1. Characterization of the HfO2 gate dielectric deposited by atomic layer deposition. The thickness of HfO2 versus the
amount of ALD cycles is shown (A) with the slope inset. The effect of annealing the HfO2 against chemical etchants is shown
(B) with the ellipsometric thickness versus etching time. High-frequency capacitance�voltage curves for varying steps in the
annealing procedure (C) with extracted values inset. The equivalent oxide thickness extracted from the C�V analysis versus
the ALD cycle amount (D) with the extracted dielectric constant inset.
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increasing with decreasing thickness.54 Crystallization,
although helps increase the dielectric constant, is
known to increase the leakage current through grain
boundaries in MOS structures, as well. Thus, leakage
would be amplified even more in an aqueous setting
where ions are even more mobile than with a top
metal. During our process, we decided to keep our
anneal steps below 500 �C in order to avoid excess
leakage affects. First, we perform a rapid thermal
process in Ar at 500 �C for 60 s to densify the gate
dielectric. Then, after the deposition of the leads, we do
a forming gas anneal (Ar/10%H2) at 450 �C for 30min to
passivate interface traps and anneal the leads. This
constitutes our basic annealing procedure on the gate
dielectric.
To examine how the anneal steps affected the gate

dielectric chemically, we subjected the annealed and
unannealed films to various strong acid etchants such
as acid piranha and SC2, as well as in 10:1 BOE. The etch
rates for hafnium oxide annealed versus unannealed
are presented in Figure 1B. The films deposited at
120 �C show etch susceptibility for all etching solu-
tions. Etch rates between 15 and 40 Å per minute are
achieved with the various etching parameters. After
the rapid thermal anneal and forming gas treatments,
the hafnium oxide becomes chemically inert. The
ellipsometric thickness of the films only changes by
∼5 Å for each of the etchants. We attribute the thick-
ness change to a thin carbonaceous layer on top of the
film which is subsequently removed during exposure
to the etching solutions.
In order to determine how the annealing affects the

system electrically, MOS capacitors were formed by
sputtering 30 nm TiN then 100 nm Al on the HfO2 and
100 nm Al on the back of p-type silicon contact to
create a capacitor with a structure shown in Figure 1D.
High-frequency capacitance�voltage curves were ta-
ken for as-deposited, RTP only, and RTPþforming gas
HfO2 substrates. The results for a 100 cycle ALD HfO2

film are shown in Figure 1C. Each device was swept 10
times to give insight into its stability. Using the high-
frequency capacitance, we can extract parameters
such as the oxide thickness, dielectric constant, effec-
tive charge, and flatband voltage. For a p-type MOS-C,
the accumulation region of the C�V curve is observed
when negative voltages are applied to the gate. The
oxide capacitance (Cox) is the high-frequency capaci-
tance when the device is biased for strong accumula-
tion. If we assume the oxide is one entity, MOS-C acts
like a single parallel-plate capacitor and Cox is related to
the total oxide thickness (tox) by

Cox ¼ ε0KeffA

tox

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, A the
capacitor area, and Keff the relative dielectric constant.
From Figure 1C, we can see that Cox increases as we

perform the annealing procedures, indicating that Keff
is increasing and thus producing a higher quality HfO2

layer. As we anneal the samples, we also notice the
flatband voltage of the MOSCaps shifts to more posi-
tive potentials and the drift (or variance) becomes
minimized for the RTP and forming gas system.
The flatband voltage (Vfb) for MOSCaps can be ex-
pressed as

Vfb ¼ φMS �Qeff

Cox

where φMS is the work function difference between the
metal and the semiconductor and Qeff is the effective
oxide charge density, given by the sum of the oxide
fixed charge (QF), oxidemobile charge (QM), and oxide-
trapped charge (QOT) with Qeff = QF þ QM þ QOT. We
extract the flatband voltage from the flatband capaci-
tance by interpolating between the closest voltages
around the flatband capacitance value. We then ex-
tract the variance and Qeff for each MOSCap under
study from the flatband voltages for each curve. The
Qeff and variances for each of the anneals are found in
the inset in Figure 1C. By annealing the substrates, we
eliminate most of the effective charge and variance in
the system. This is probably due to the removal of
dangling bonds in the oxides and passivation of inter-
face traps at the HfO2�SiO2 and SiO2�Si interfaces.55

To determine the dielectric constant of the annealed
HfO2, different cycle amounts of HfO2 were deposited
and Cox was determined. If we assume the dielectric is
composed entirely of SiO2 (since the dielectric constant
is known), we can replace the Keff in eq 1 with the
dielectric constant of SiO2 (3.9) and extract an equiva-
lent oxide thickness (EOT) for the layer. An example of
this is found in the inset of Figure 1D, along with the
stack for the MOS capacitors. The EOT of the HfO2

MOSCaps was plotted versus the ALD cycle number (N)
and is shown in Figure 1D. The EOT is a combination of
the HfO2 thickness and dielectric constant with the
interfacial oxide thickness and dielectric constant. It
can be expressed in a linear form by

EOT(N) ¼ 3:9
K

� �
RdepNþ tSiO2

The dielectric constant can be extracted from the
slope of the line (3.9/K)Rdep assuming the deposition
rate is known, which we extracted from ellipsometry.
The interfacial oxide thickness is equivalent to the
y-intercept of the line or by extrapolating the fit back
to zero cycles. By fitting the points in Figure 1D, we
determine a dielectric constant of 20.1 for the depos-
ited ALD film, which meets expectations for a high-
quality ALD HfO2 film.56 The extrapolated interfacial
oxide thickness is ∼17 Å, which agrees well with
literature.57 This value is substantially higher than the
extracted value fromellipsometry of∼9Å.We attribute
this to the high diffusivity of oxygen in HfO2, which
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commonly increases the interfacial oxide thickness
during anneals.58,59

Top-down and cross-section SEM images of the
nanowires and nanoplates are shown in Figure 2A.
Part 1 of Figure 2A shows an overall top down image of
the nanowires. The release window is in the center
(highlighted by the yellow arrows), while the metal
leads connecting to the nanowires is highlighted by a
green arrow. A high-magnification image of the nano-
wires in (1) is shown in Figure 2A(2), where the brighter
areas represent the silicon nanowires. The nanowires
appear to be ∼150 nm in width from the top-down
image in (2), but the cross section in (3) shows them to
be ∼100 nm wide. The cross section in (3) shows the
trapezoidal nature of the nanowires from the TMAH
anisotropic etch, as well as the surrounding HfO2 gate
dielectric. The thickness of the HfO2 is approximately
13 nm from the image, although it is hard tomeasure it
precisely due to the grain size of the metal sputtering.
This thickness agrees well with the thickness informa-
tion obtained from Figure 1. A top-down image for a
nanoplate inside the release window is in (4) and
shows a nanoplate of ∼2 μm width.
A schematic showing the full cross section of a nano-

wire and the setup for device testing is in Figure 2B. For
fluid testing, a leak-free Ag/AgCl reference electrode is

biased and swept, with a constant source�drain bias
applied. A leak-free reference electrodewas chosen since
the salt solution encasing theelectrode remains constant,
helping to minimize drift of the electrode potential
during measurements. Incorporating a steady reference
electrode is critical in achieving stable measurements
with high signal-to-noise ratio for FET sensing and has
been discussed in literature previously.60,61 The back of
the handle wafer is grounded and the Id�Vg transfer
curve measured.
The stability of the device under operation in 0.02�

SSC buffer is shown in Figure 3. Id�Vg curves were
swept from positive to negative bias with the Ag/AgCl
electrode and cycled five times, shown in Figure 3A.
The subthreshold slope extracted for the device is
112 mV/decade, comparatively on the low end for nano-
wire devices in fluid testing. Detailed numerical simu-
lations were performed to validate experiment data
(transfer characteristics in Figure 3A) and to further
explore the sensitivity of our devices for pH sensing.
In this numerical model, we solve the nonlinear
Poisson�Boltzmann electrostatics for the sensor system
(see Materials and Methods section for details). The
simulation in Figure 3B shows that our detailednumerical
simulation interprets the experimental results (red
circles) consistently from subthreshold to superthreshold

Figure 2. (A) Scanning electron micrographs of the silicon nanowires. Image 1 shows an overview of the nanowire sensing
area, with the source�drain metal leads (green arrows) and release window (yellow arrows) highlighted. A high-magnifica-
tion top-down imageof the nanowires is shown in 2. A cross-sectional imageof a nanowire is in 3, while a top-down imageof a
nanoplate is in 4. (B) Horizontal cross-sectional schematic of sensing setup. The relevant structures are color-coded to the left,
with an example electrical measurement setup for the source�drain (Vds), fluid gate (Vfg), and back gate (Vbg).
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regime. The simulations accurately reproduce experi-
mental transfer curves with the following parameters:
interface trap densities (Dit) of 4� 1011 cm�2 eV�1, and
fixed (negative) charge located at the SiO2/HfO2 interface
with a density of ∼5 � 1011 cm�2. These values of
interface trapdensity are consistentwithwidely accepted
density of dangling Si bonds at the unpassivated Si/SiO2

interface, and the estimate of fixed trap density is also
consistent with those reported in literature.62

The standard deviation for threshold voltage on the
devices is 2.7 mV. The combination of a low standard
deviation and a low subthreshold slope indicate the
combination of a high stability device and low drift
reference electrode in electrolytic solutions. Moreover,
the fluid is exposed to a ∼ 0.2 cm2 area on the chip,
which if not passivated properly would cause leakage
current much higher than the measured device cur-
rent. The leakage throughout this area ranged from
300 pA to 1 nA, or 1.5 to 5 nA/cm2. An example of long-
term device stability in 0.02� SSC buffer is shown in

Figure 3C. The threshold voltage after each sweep and
the timewere recorded and repeated over an hour. The
change in threshold voltage over time decreases ra-
pidly for the first 10 min, then stabilizes. The overall
change is 65mV/h, with only 10mV change happening
after the first 10 min. In planar ISFETs, the gate voltage
instability can be described by a stretched exponential
that is characteristic of dispersive transport in disor-
dered materials expressed by

ΔVT(t) ¼ ΔVT¥ 1 � exp
�t

τ

� �β
 !

(1)

where ΔVT¥ is the maximum VT change, τ is the time

constant, and β is the dispersion parameter that takes a

value between 0 < β < 1. As shown in Figure 3C, the

theoretical fits according to this model (eq 1) agree

well with the experimental data. By rearranging eq 1

and plotting the natural logarithm versus the natural

log of time (Figure 3D), we are able to extract the time

Figure 3. (A) Representative source�drain current versusfluid gate voltage for a nanowire. The nanowireswere swept for five
cycleswith thefluid gate leakage alsomeasured (right side of graph), and an enlarged viewof the curve repeatability is shown
in the inset. Thenumerical simulation (black line) of the averageof the experimental transfer curves (A) (red circles) is shown in
(B) with the simulation parameters (inset). (C) Change in the threshold voltage (left side) and standard deviation in threshold
(right side) versus time for a nanowire. The equation formodeling the gate voltage instability is shown in the inset, with the fit
to the experimental data represented as the black line. The theoretically estimated low-frequency voltage noise is
represented as a dashed red line. The experimental ΔVt data were rearranged according to the equation to extract the
time constant anddispersion parameter. (D) Natural log of the rearrangement is plotted versus the natural log of the time (red
circles), with the linear fit to the data (black line) and the extracted parameters (inset).
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constant (τ) and the dispersion parameter (β), which
are also inset in Figure 3D. The values forΔVT¥, β, and τ
are 55 mV, 0.7935, and 76.75 s, respectively. The
standard deviation of the device over five sweeps
surrounding each time point was also plotted. Briefly,
the standard deviation for sweep 15 would include
points from sweeps 13�17. The standard deviation
shows a ∼1 mV standard deviation per five sweeps
over the period of the hour. As the device equilibrates,
the standard deviation between sweeps goes down.
The solid red line indicates the theoretically estimated
voltage noise of SiNW pH sensor composed of low-
frequency noise and electrolyte noise (see Materials
and Method section for the details), showing that the
sensitivity is limited by the noise from measurement
instrument (red triangles) not by the device's intrinsic
noise. The leakage to the fluid gate, plotted over the
course of an hour, stays relatively stable near 800 pA
(see Supporting Information Figure S1). This indicates
little degradation to the HfO2 dielectric or passivation
layer over that time period.
The response and stability of the devices to changes

in pHwas demonstrated using Robinson buffers for the
nanowires and nanoplates. The changes in pH will
cause a change in the surface potential on the device
due to the proton reactive groups on top of the HfO2

surface. Robinson buffer solutions ranging from pH
values of 4.3�10.5 were used and the threshold vol-
tages of nanowires and nanoplates extracted from the
Id�Vg curves. The change in the surface potential with
respect to the pH 7.4 solution, set at zero, was plotted
versus pH for three nanowires and three nanoplates
and is shown in Figure 4. We achieve a 55.8 mV/pH
sensitivity for the nanowires and 51.0 mV sensitivity
for the nanoplates, with the Nernstian limit being
59 mV/pH. The sensitivity of nanowires being higher
than nanoplates or microwires agrees well with
literature,16,40,63 as does the range of pH sensitivities

found for the HfO2 sensing dielectric. Our numerical
simulations that applied a self-consistent solution of
Poisson�Boltzmann electrostatics coupled with OH
functional group site-binding model (see Materials
and Methods section for details) reproduces key ex-
perimental trends (line fit in Figure 4B). Specifically, the
model predicts a pH sensitivity of 51 mV/pH, which is
very close to the experimental results.
The sensing of the DNA target was done with

different molecular weight PLL functionalizations
using the same probe molecule. The procedure for
modifying the surface is explained in detail in the
Materials and Methods section but outlined in Figure 5A.
Briefly, the poly-L-lysine is electrostatically adsorbed
onto the HfO2 surface and baked on a hot plate at 85 �C
to ensure a good linkage. Then, the ssDNA probe is
electrostatically bound to the HfO2 surface and excess
rinsed off. The ssDNA probe is then baked in order to
immobilize it to the poly-L-lysine layer. The target is
then hybridized with the probe and sensed on the
device. Poly-L-lysine was chosen since it can be depos-
ited from an aqueous solution and electrostatically
bound to both the HfO2 and phosphate backbone of
probe DNA. This allows for the probe DNA, and binding
target, to be in a horizontal conformation.64 As op-
posed to a vertical conformation, a horizontal confor-
mation allows for charge density to be closer to the
surface, thus creating a larger shift in the surface
potential. A horizontal conformation allows for more
charge to be felt in the channel at a certain Debye
length of electrolyte solution. Other conjugationmeth-
ods, such as using epoxysilanes with amine-modified
probes,65 afforded a lower change in surface potential
when depositing the probe in the beginning. The
change in surface potential for the probe conjugation
was measured both for the epoxysilane and the differ-
ent molecular weight poly-L-lysines. Both probe
conjugations using the different molecular weight

Figure 4. (A) Change in surface potential of the HfO2 sensing dielectric versus solution pH for nanowires (black) and
nanoplates (red). The pH sensitivity for nanowires and nanoplates was extracted through linear regression and is displayed in
the inset. (B) Numerical simulations (black line) of the nanoplate data (red triangles) using self-consistent Poisson�Boltzmann
electrostatics and an OH group site binding model, with the extracted pH sensitivity shown in the inset.
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poly-L-lysines gave larger surface potential shifts than
for the epoxysilane (Supporting Information Figure S3).
Thus, we decided to use and compare the different
molecular weight poly-L-lysines for deposition of
probes and sensing of target molecules. The sensitiv-
ities for the devices with different molecular weight
poly-L-lysines are quite different, which we discuss in
Figure 7. A lower sensitivity would occur if the overall
effective charge density during binding is less or the
charges were farther removed from the surface. A few
possibilities which would lead to this are the morphol-
ogy of the polylysine layers as well as the probe
density. Thus, we characterized the polylysine layers
and probe attachment to understand the underlying
reasons for this discrepancy.
We used a combination of ellipsometry, AFM, and

XPS to look into the morphology, thickness, and probe
densities (Table 1). When the PLL layers were depos-
ited, the ellipsometric thicknesses came out to be
within error of each other at∼11 Å each. This indicates
the formation of a polylysinemonolayer on the surface.
The ssDNA probe attachment came out to be within
error, as well, at∼20.5 Å each, which leads us to believe
the DNA rests in a horizontal configuration. The similar
thicknesses for both indicate that we should get similar
sensitivity levels for target detection.

Thus, we utilized atomic force microscopy (AFM) to
characterize themorphology of the 100 cycle ALDHfO2

layer and the PLL layers. The tapping mode images in
Figure 5B are numbered 1�3 in the image set for the
untreated HfO2, PLL (9�14K), and PLL (70�150K),
respectively. The images for the untreated HfO2 and
PLL (9�14K) indicate very smooth and uniform layers.
The roughness values extracted for the HfO2 and PLL
(9�14K) are 1.1 and 1.6 Å rms, respectively. The
morphology of the PLL (70�150K) is much rougher
and has a porous, spongelike appearance. These pores,
represented by the darker spotted areas in the image,
appear to be the thickness of themonolayer or close to
it. Moreover, we were able to determine the thickness
of the films by applying a 50 nN force to the tip in
contact mode and scratching away the PLL layers, then
reimaging a larger area in tappingmode. A 50 nN force
is known to be more than enough to remove organic
monolayers and silane layers, without damaging the
underlying surface.66 The images after a 50 nN force
are 4�6 in the image set. The untreated HfO2 shows no
changes in height, indicating a hard surface. The PLL
layers show distinct changes in thickness, indicated by
the square scratched area visualized in images 5 and 6.
Taking a section analysis across the scratched areas
gives us the thickness of the PLL films and is shown in

Figure 5. (A) Schematic of the surface functionalization of the HfO2 surface for microRNA (DNA analogue) sensing. (B) AFM
images of the HfO2 and poly-L-lysine layers of different molecular weights. Tappingmode images with no force applied (top)
for the different layers and after a 50 nN scratching force (bottom) are displayed. The scale bar for all AFM images is on the
right. (C) Cross section for the images with 50 nN force applied. The cross sections are color-coded to images in (B) with the
inset representing the cross-sectional area.
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Figure 5C. The images 4�6 in Figure 5B are color-coded
to match up with section analyses in Figure 5C. The
section analyses showed a similar thickness for the PLL
layers compared to ellipsometry and are in Table 1.
However, the buildup of material on the side of the
scratched away area was much greater for the lower
molecular weight layer (data not shown). This indicates

that the amount of material for the higher molecular
weight PLL on the substrate was less, leaning toward
the evidence of a more porous and incomplete layer.
Attachment of the probe DNA to the PLL layers was

measured using two techniques: (1) XPS for the P2p
peak intensity from the DNA backbone and (2) fluo-
rescence with a Texas Red labeled miR-10b probe. The

TABLE 1. Characterization of the Thickness, Roughness, and ProbeDensity of theHfO2 Surface Functionalization Process

ellipsometric thickness (Å) AFM thickness (Å) roughness (Å) XPS P2p peak area

HfO2 layer 120.1 ( 3.2 1.1
PLL 9�14K 11.3 ( 1.5 11.2 1.6
PLL 70�150K 12.1 ( 2.1 9.8 3.4
ssDNA (PLL 9�14K) 21.6 ( 2.3 1.9 145.7
ssDNA (PLL 70�150K) 19.8 ( 2.7 2.9 74.2

Figure 6. (A) P2p peak intensities from XPS for ssDNA adsorption onto the poly-L-lysine layers of different molecular weights
and onto the bare HfO2 surface. (B) Fluorescent micrographs of ssDNA probe immobilization for HfO2 and the different
molecular weight poly-L-lysines, both with and without exposure to ssDNA probe. Fluorescent intensities for images 1�6 in
(B) are plotted in column format in (C).
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XPS P2p signal intensity for theHfO2 andprobeDNAon
the two PLL layers is in Figure 6A. The peak for the
ssDNA on PLL(9�14K) is much larger than the one on
PLL (70�150k), indicating a higher probe density. The
peak intensities are in Table 1, with a ratio of approxi-
mately 1.8:1 for the PLL(9�14K)/PLL(70�150K). The
fluorescently labeled micrographs of bare HfO2 and
PLL layers, both with and without probe, are in
Figure 6B. The quantification of the fluorescent inten-
sity is in the bar graph in Figure 6C. Images 1 and 2
show the bare HfO2 layer with and without the probe
attachment procedure. The amount of background
fluorescence for the HfO2 with and without probe is
about the same. Thus, DNA has very little nonspecific
adsorption to HfO2, which should make for better
selectivity and less issues with blocking. Images 3
and 4 show the background fluorescence for the PLL
layers. The PLL (9�14K) layer shows slightly higher
background, as to be expected since there are more
optically active surface groups according to AFM. The
images for the attachment of the miR-10b probe DNA
show slightly greater than a 2-fold intensity difference
between the PLL layers, with PLL (9�14K) containing
the higher probe density. This reaffirms the XPS results
in Figure 6A, indicating that the probe density is much
higher on the lower molecular weight PLL layer.
The demonstration of sensing of miR-10b DNA

analogue target on the HfO2 silicon nanowires is in
Figure 7, with the DNA probe and target sequences in
Table 2. To make sure the devices were being functio-
nalized properly, Id�Vg curves at key steps during the
probe attachment process were taken to examine the
changes in threshold voltage (see Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S2). First, a reference of the bare HfO2 was
taken in the 0.02� SSC sensing buffer. The deposition
of PLL then shifts the threshold voltage to the left by
∼160 mV. The direction of change is proper since the

PLL is positively charged and the device operates in
accumulation mode, thus creating a more negative
threshold to compensate for the positive increase in
surface potential. In contrast, when we adsorb the
probe DNA, we cause a shift in the opposite direction
of∼90mV relative to the PLL, which is also expected due
to the negative charge density of the phosphate back-
bone (shifts discussed in more detail in Supporting
Information Figure S3). Similar experiments monitoring
the adsorption of probe DNA have been performed on
nanowires with an 8 nm silicon oxide and showed
∼250 mV shifts from the reference monolayer poten-
tial.67 Since our EOT is lower, the probe DNA density may
currently bemuch less using this PLL-based layer and has
the potential for further optimization. However, the
nanowires and nanoplates in this study did have much
greater response than micro-FETs with similar EOT.68

After conjugating the ssDNA probe to the PLL sur-
face, various concentrations of miR-10b target were
allowed to interact with the sensor for 30 min (to offer
sufficient time for diffusion-limited transport down to
100 fM concentration),69 then rinsed off, and Id�Vg
curves recorded in the 0.02� SSC sensing buffer. The
threshold voltage change with varying target concen-
trations was then measured relative to the ssDNA
probe reference (shown in Figure 7A). The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) for the measurements was computed
and a blue line drawn for 3� SNR, assumed to be the

TABLE 2. Nucleic Acid Sequences for the Immobilized

Probe and DNA Targets

sequence

DNA probe 50-CACAAATTCGGTTCTACAGGGTA-30

miR-10b DNA complementary target 50-TACCCTGTAGAACCGAATTTGTG-30

miR-21 DNA noncomplementary target 50-TAGCTTATCAGACTGATGTTGA-30

Figure 7. (A) Change in surface potential versus the concentration of target in solution for the two different poly-L-lysines,
with the slopes of the respective lines calculated. The change in surface potential for the mismatched target is shown to be
negligible (red squares), and a theoretical limit of detection line is drawn in blue. The linear regression for the PLL (9�14K) is
shown in (A) (black dashed line) and extrapolated to the theoretical limit of detection line. The change in surface potential
versus theDNA concentration for the PLL (9�14K) datawas also theoretically calculated, and is shown in (B). The change in the
surface potential (black circles) matches the theoretical prediction (black line) well. The analytical expressions used for the
calculation are shown in the inset in (B). The parameters used in the theoretical calculation ofΔΨ0 are tSi = 55 nm, tox(EOT) =
4.22 nm, NA = 1015 cm�3, and I0 = 3 mM. The device specific parameters are Ψ0,0 = 58.3 mV and c2 = 40.63.
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limit of detection for the device. For the lower molec-
ularweight polylysine, at least 100 fMofmiR-10b target
was able to be sensed, with an extrapolated limit of
detection of 1 fM. However, for the higher molecular
weight polylysine, the limit of detection at 3� SNR is
close to 1 nM, close to 6 orders of magnitude higher.
When the mismatch miR-21 target was allowed to
hybridize with the miR-10b probe, the signal was very
small and steady from 100 fM all the way to 1 μM
concentrations. Most of the miR-21 signals were close
to or between 0 and 5 mV change in signal. Error bars
for the standard deviation of sweeps over the mea-
surement are also presented on the graph for each
case. Similar to the trend in pH sensitivity, nanoplates
showed a lower hybridization signal with the miR-10b
probe at the same concentrations (see Supporting
Information Figure S4). For example, the maximum
shift for the nanoplate for 1 nM DNA concentration
with the PLL 9�14K layer was 41 mV, while the same
shift for a nanowire was 108 mV. Similar to the nano-
wires, the nanoplate also showed the same trend of
lower sensitivity with the higher MW PLL layer. The
41 mV shift on the microwire mentioned above only
afforded a 28 mV shift with the PLL 70�150K layer as
the probe layer for conjugation. We also found that the
difference in max potential shifts between the nano-
wires for the two PLL layers was also greater than it was
for the nanoplates. These results for biological detec-
tion with nanoplates agree well with the surface
potential sensitivity trends presented in Figure 4, as
well as the sensitivity difference due to the probe
conjugation discussed in Figure 6.
An important feature of the DNA detection sensitiv-

ity of NW sensor is that it follows the logarithmic

dependency on the molecular concentration due to
screening by the salt (i.e.,ΔΨ0∼ ln(F0), where F0 is the
DNA concentration).70 The black solid line represents
the corresponding theoretical estimation of ΔΨ0 =
Ψ0,0 � c1[ln(F0) � ln(I0)/2 þ c2], where c1 =
4εoxkBT/(q

2tSi
2NAln(1 þ tox/tSi)),Ψ0,0 and c2 are param-

eters that depend on device properties, pH, and dura-
tion of sensing (e.g., 30 min).65

The fact that the lower molecular weight PLL shows
such higher sensitivitymay be attributed to differences
in the monolayers. Most important, the overall probe
attachment density is much less on the higher molec-
ular weight layer. This will decrease the total amount of
binding target, thus causing smaller shifts in surface
potential. Moreover, the roughness of the high molec-
ular weight PLL is larger and looks porous compared to
the other layer. If the pore sizes are of the width of the
nanowires or smaller, this would lead to large void
spaces over the nanowire area without probe, making
the microscopic amount of probe DNA even less than
in the case for a macroscopic image.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a process for the
fabrication of HfO2-based top-down silicon nanowires
and nanoplates with high stability and robustness in
fluid. The ALD process for creating the HfO2 gate
dielectric was thoroughly characterized by ellipsome-
try, AFM, and CVmeasurements to ensure us of a high-
quality layer. The devices respond to pH in accordance to
sensitivities of other HfO2 ISFETs, with nanowires slightly
more sensitive than plates. Moreover, we characterized
the difference between differentmolecular weight layers
of PLL in terms of their surface morphology, thickness,
andprobe attachment densities. The average thicknesses
of the layers were found to be about the same by AFM
and ellipsometry; however, the probe density of the
lower molecular weight PLL was about twice as much
as the higher molecular weight one. This was confirmed
by both fluorescence and XPS. Moreover, the AFM
indicated that thehighermolecularweightPLLwasmuch
rougher and porous, perhaps contributing to the lower
response to DNA target using this polymer. Using these
different layers for sensing of single-stranded DNA oligo-
mers on a nanowire yielded limit of detection differences
over 5 orders of magnitude, with the lower molecular
weight PLL having higher sensitivity. By using the lower
molecular weight poly-L-lysine, we were able to detect
down to 100 fM of the miR-10b DNA analogue with a
theoretical limit of detection of 1 fM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. All metals for e-beam evaporation were of
99.999% purity and purchased from Lesker Co. DNA andmiDNA
strands were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies and
purified using HPLC. Poly-L-lysine (PLL) of MW9000�14 000 and
MW 70 000�150 000 were purchased from Sigma in powder
form and used without further purification. Robinson buffer
solutions composed of 1mM acetic acid, 1 mMphosphoric acid,
and 1 mM boric acid were titrated with NaOH/HCl from pH
values of 4�12. All buffer components were purchased from
Fisher Scientific. A leak-free Ag/AgCl reference electrode was
used to apply bias to the fluid on top of the devices and was
purchased from Warner Instruments.

Device Fabrication. A detailed top-down fabrication flow has
been described previously for creating similar silicon nanoFET
devices.40 The fabrication flow began with bonded silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) wafers, doped p-type at 1015/cm2 with a buried
oxide thickness of 1450 Å and top silicon thickness of 550 Å. The
top siliconwas thinned to approximately 300 Å by dry oxidation
and stripping of the oxidized layer with 10:1 buffered oxide
etch. The wires were then defined via electron beam lithogra-
phy and wet etched with 25% TMAH to define the active silicon
area.16,60 The source and drain regions were doped with boron
(doping 1019/cm3) by ion implantation and annealed at 1000 �C
for 5 min to active the dopants. The wafer was then dipped in
50:1 BOE for 20 s to remove any native oxide and an SC1/SC2
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clean performed. The wafer then underwent a rapid thermal
anneal at 1000 �C for 60 s to help densify the native oxide layer.
The HfO2 gate dielectric was deposited by ALD at a temperature
of 120 �C for 100 cycles. Following the gate dielectric formation,
via holes were etched into the contact regions with 10:1 BOE,
and a 100 Å Ni/50 Å TiN layer was deposited in the contact
regions by RF sputtering. A rapid thermal anneal was performed
at 500 �C in Ar to form NiSi and reduce the contact resistance at
the source and drain regions of the devices, while also densify-
ing the HfO2 and creating a wet etch stop. Next, 150 nm of Al
was sputtered and patterned over the contact areas. A 450 �C
furnace anneal in Ar/H2 was performed for 30 min to anneal the
contacts and remove interface traps in the oxide. Afterward, a
5000 Å thick passivation layer of PECVD SiOxNy was deposited
over the entire wafer. Metal pad areas on the outside of the Al
leads were defined by optical lithography, and 10:1 BOE was used
to etch the passivation layer. Metal pads composed of 50 nm Ti/
300 nm Ni/500 nm Au were then deposited by e-beam evapora-
tion. The final passivation layer etchback to release the HfO2

deviceswas done using 10:1 BOE. Subsequently, thewafer is diced
(American Precision Dicing) into chips of 1.5 � 1.5 cm for testing.

Materials and Device Characterization. Scanning electron micro-
graphs were taken with a Hitachi S-4800 SEM using secondary
electron imaging and an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Before
imaging, the samples were sputtered with Au/Pd (80/20)% to
minimize charging of the exposed dielectrics and increase
topographical contrast. For thickness characterization, HfO2 of
varying thicknesses was deposited by ALD onto polished Si
wafers and annealed according to the device fabrication above.
The wafer was then covered with photoresist and diced into

1 � 1 cm dyes. Ellipsometry measurements were taken using a
Rudolph FEIII ellipsometer at a wavelength of 632.8 nm and an
angle of 70�. Each measurement was taken over 10 different
areas of a chip and averaged together to get a thickness and
standard deviation. For fluorescence measurements, a 1 μm
thick thermal oxide was grown on a polished Si and then 100
cycles ALDHfO2 deposited on top. The thick oxide was grown in
order to limit signal degradation due to fluorescence interfer-
ence contrast (FLIC).71 Briefly, FLIC occurs when a fluorophore is
in close contact to a reflecting surface (i.e., silicon), and the
reflected wavelengths from excitation interact with the emis-
sion of the fluorophore, altering its intensity to the detector. To
ensure excitation of the fluorophores where the emission will
not be largely affected, an oxide greater than the excitation
wavelength (for Texas Red, 560�580 nm) should be chosen,
making 1 μm of thermal oxide sufficient. The HfO2 was subse-
quently annealed according to the device fabrication above.
Fluorescent images were taken with a Nikon microscope at an
exposure of 800ms and a gain of 1.3�. Atomic forcemicroscopy
images of the HfO2 and PLL layers were taken with an Asylum
Cypher AFM using a force modulation AFM probe tip (Budget
Sensors) with a resonant frequency of 75 kHz and a force
constant of 1�3 N/m. Force applied to the substrates during
contact mode was calibrated by taking the inverse optical lever
sensitivity (invOLS) of the cantilever deflection on a bare HfO2

surface and calculating the spring constant of the cantilever by
fitting the thermal fluctuations. X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy of the HfO2, DNA, and PLL layers was taken with a KRATOS
Axis Ultra XPS at a takeoff angle of 90�. Survey spectra were
acquired at a pass energy of 160 eV with 2 sweeps collected.

TABLE 3. Model Equations of ISFET Electrostatics
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High-resolution spectra of Hf4f, P2p, O1s, C1s, and N1s peaks
were collected at a pass energy of 40 eVwith a total of 25 passes
per peak.

Electrical Measurements. High-frequency C�V measurements
of HfO2 MOS capacitors were performed at 1 MHz using a
Keithley semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley 4200) and
corrected for series resistance. The capacitors had a top contact
of 30 nm TiN/100 nm Al and a back contact of 100 nm Al, which
were DC sputtered. Electrical current measurements and ap-
plied biases were controlled by the Keithley 4200, as well. Fluid
gate biases were applied with a leak-free Ag/AgCl reference
electrode (Warner Instruments) that made contact to the solu-
tion. Back gate biases were applied using the conductive plat-
form of the probing station whichmade contact to the backside
of the FET dyes. At any other times, the conductive platform
served as the ground for the FET dyes while biases were applied
to the fluid gate electrode. The Robinson buffer pH solutions
were made using 1 mM acetic, 1 mM phosphoric, and 1 mM
boric acid with titrated HCl/NaOH to obtain the desired pH. All
pH solutions were measured at the conclusion of the experi-
ment to ensure that the pH had not changed significantly
during the course of the experiment.

Preparation of Devices for DNA Sensing. Before depositing poly-L-
lysine, chips were degreased with acetone and methanol, then
rinsed in DI water for 1 min. The chips then underwent an O2

plasma at 500mTorr and 200W for 5min. Poly-L-lysine solutions
were made to 0.2 mg/mL concentration in 5 mM Na2B4O7, pH
8.5. These conditions were chosen since similar depositions
have yielded monolayers for lower MW polymers.72 Chips are
soaked in PLL solution for 2 h, then taken out of the solution and
rinsed in DI water for 1 min. Chips are then blown dry with N2

and desiccated for 10 min. The chips are baked at 85 �C in a
vacuum oven for 4 h afterward.

DNA probe and targets were obtained from Integrated DNA
Technologies and diluted to a stock concentration of 100 μM in
DI water. All stock solutions were stored at �20 �C until used.
DNAprobe solution (10 μM in 3� SSC buffer) was spotted on the
device in a 10 μL volume and allowed to sit for 2 h in a humidity
chamber. The chip was then rinsed in 2� SSC, 0.2� SSC, and 5%
EtOH for 1 min each, and blown dry with N2. To cross-link the
DNA to the PLL, chips were baked at 85 �C for 2 h in a convection
oven. A PDMS well with an adhesive bottom tape was attached
to the chip afterward. Each well had a circular diameter of 5 mm
and a fluid volume of ∼50 μL. The target solutions for varying
concentrations of miR-10b and miR-21 were made in 2� SSC
buffer and put in the PDMS well for 30 min to hybridize.
The target was then rinsed off three times in 2� SSC buffer

and three times in 0.2� SSC buffer before measuring in 0.02�
SSC buffer.

Theoretical Model for pH Response and Noise of SiNW Sensor. The
sensitivity of ISFET to pH fluctuations in the buffer is determined
by the protonation/deprotonation kinetics of �OH functional
groups at the gate oxide�electrolyte interface and the electro-
statics of the system,5,73,74 as described by the equations in
Table 3. For reaction kinetics of �OH functional groups, we use
the site bindingmodel75 with reasonably calibrated parameters
(Ns, Ka, and pKb in Table 3) regarding HfO2 surface due to
unavailability of experimentally observed values in the litera-
ture. The electrostatics for the rest of the system (electrolyte,
gate oxide, and Si) follows the Poisson�Boltzmann equations
with given concentration, dielectric constant, and boundary
conditions. Themodel equations in Table 3 are discretized using
a finite difference scheme and self-consistently solved using
Newton iteration due to the strong nonlinear nature of the
equations.76 For the relevant device dimensions used in our
experiments (tSi∼ 55 nm, tox∼ 4 nm), the cylindrical gate oxide
capacitance, Ccylind = 2εox/(tSi� ln(1þ 2tox/tSi)) is comparable to
the corresponding planar gate oxide capacitance, Ccylind =
εox/tox. This allows us to reduce the computational complexity
and solve the system of equations for the equivalent planar
system. We assume Boltzmann distribution for the ions in the
electrolyte and long channel with small drain bias to simply
estimate the conductance of Si channel.

For the theoretical estimation of voltage noise in ISFET,
we consider two major sources of noise: low-frequency 1/f
noise (δV1/f) and the electrolyte noise (δVe), as summarized in
Table 4.77 Each noise term is obtained by integrating the
corresponding power spectral density (SVFB for 1/f noise and
SVe for electrolyte noise) in a given frequency range (f1 < f < f2).
We assume the noise sources are uncorrelated, thus the total
noise of ISFET pH sensor (illustrated as the horizontal dashed
line in Figure 3C) is given by δV = (δV1/f

2 þ δVe
2)1/2.
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